
w00t! rpg

w00t! roleplaying is a set of rules built with w00t! tabletop wargaming rules. Its purpose is to allow for the same speed and easy play of wargaming with w00t! in a table top
dungeon crawl adventure. So minimal rules mongering and book keeping more fun and glory! These rules are for 2+ players. One player is the game master(GM) and oversees
the game. The GM may create the story and controls unimportant combatants(mooks) and important combatants (NPCs) not controlled by other players. Other players take on
the roles of a hero or heroes that shall move through the GM's story.

Running the Game

These rules assume all players understand the generally accepted standards for what a game master does, and no effort is given on how to GM besides what directly pertains to
w00t!.

The GM will either use a preexisting setting or will have to create one. If using a preexisting setting just follow the directions and have fun.

If your creating a setting you can use the w00t! basic rules to create new Special Abilities, NPCs, and mooks for your games. Unlike in w00t! basic all combatants are considered
to be individual units.

As your making your game keep in mind you will have to fairly judge how hard your story is and decide how many
build points your players should have to create their heroes. If they are using heroes from a previous game,
compare their build point value to your game. Some things may have to be altered to get the game to balance
fairly. In either case a balanced encounter would be the total mooks and traps present, summed build points are
about equal to that of the heroes.

Maxing Dice and Botching

A new rule to help balance things between mooks and heroes is whenever the highest value is rolled on ALL the
Action Dice, they can reroll the AD and add the results together for the final sum.

Botching means when the Action Dice are rolled all the dice score a 1. When this occurs something bad may
happen to the combatant. When and what occurs is detailed with the particular event.

The Turn

All combatants, hero or otherwise, get an activation during a turn. The order of activation is determined by an
initiative roll. A d6 is rolled for each combatant, highest score goes first play and descends from there. All ties are
resolved by reroll.

On a combatant's activation they may still perform two of the original 5 actions as a primary and a secondary
action. Now, however, the Special actions implies a much larger list of possibilities that may or may not require a
roll.

Combat

Combat functions much the same way as in w00t! basic. There are a few additional rules. First, a combatant in
base contact with a target gains a +2 modifier to the attack for each additional combatant in base contact with
the same target but is not also in base contact with another target. For ex. Three mooks are in base contact with
a hero, one however is also in base contact with another hero. If either of the first two mooks attack each would
get a +4 modifier to their attack.

Second, any time damage is dealt equal to half or more a target's Defense, that target combatant is moved
directly away from the source of the damage 1 inch/space upon resolving the damage if the new location is
unoccupied.

Ammunition is never counted in w00t!. It is assumed a combatant normally carries all the ammunition they need.
If a combatant botches on a ranged attack roll they have run out of ammunition and may make no more ranged
attacks till more ammunition is acquired.

Morale

The standard morale rules found in w00t! are optional but must be applied or not applied to the whole game
prior to starting at the GM’s discretion. If morale is used treat all enemies in a particular area or room as a single
unit when determining when to roll, but roll for each enemy combatant individually. Each must roll an even
number or fail the morale check. If passed the combatant continues on as normal. If failed and in an open
environment the combatant will function as in the w00t! basic rules. If in a room or similar environment the
combatant will be removed from the game on its next activation and no rewards will be given for it.

Example Special Abilities

Special Ability name- (+Build Point cost or Experience point cost)
Description

Alert- (40BP or 10XP)Roleplaying only. The combatant gains a +2
modifier on any initiative roll.

Double Strike- (60BP or 15XP)The hero may make two attacks as part
of their first action. The hero may not choose an attack as their second
action. Roll AD for each strike. The second strike suffers from a -3
modifier.

Fireball- (20BP or 5XP)Roleplaying version. This is a magic spell that
creates a 2” by 2” fireball within 6” of the caster. To cast the hero
must beat a Dif. 3. Any combatant within the defined area suffers 3d8
damage.. If the caster’s check is a botch the spell misfires randomly
determine where the area of affect is centered and deal damage as
above.

Flying- (60BP or 15XP) This allows the combatant to ignore all ground
based obstacles that impede movement on the playing area.

Heal- (20BP or 5XP)This is a a magic spell. A successful check (Dif. 2)
will raise the casting hero's or one hero' die type by one level up to
their maximum. If casting on another hero, the caster must be in base
contact.

Lockpicking- (32BP or 8XP)Roleplaying only. Grants the combatant 1
extra die, per rank when rolling for any lockpicking attempt.

Magic - (60BP or 15XP)Roleplaying only. This Special Ability allows the
combatant to acquire and use any magic spell Special Ability. As well
each rank in Magic grants the combatant an extra die while casting
magic spells or other checks related to magic.

Pickpocketing- (32BP or 8XP)Roleplaying only. Grants the combatant 1
extra die, per rank when rolling for any pickpocketing attempt.

Poison- (40BP or 10XP) A successful attack by a combatant with poison
will poison the target, At the beginning of each of the target’s next
turns suffers an attack AD: 1d6. Toll the targte is removed from the
game or antedote is acquired.

Search- (32BP or 8XP)Roleplaying only. Search grants the combatant
an extra die per rank on checks to investigate something

Secondary Ranged Weapon- (8BP or 2XP) This reverses the rule for
combatants armed with ranged weapons. When making a melee
attack the combatant use their full AD when make a ranged attack
they use the next lower die type.

Sharpshooter- (40BP or 10XP) The combatant must use both action for
ranged attacks, but only makes one actual ranged attack on the second
action. This attack gets a +8 modifier. .

Stout- (40BP or 10XP)Roleplaying only. Instead of being pushed back
whenever damage equals half the hero’s Defense. The damage must
be equal to or higher than the hero’s defense to push them back.



Advancement

New special ability-listed XP cost

Increase rank- listed XP cost X new rank

Increase Fight or Shoot- XP cost= new modifier X 5

Increase Move/Defense- XP cost= new Move/Defense X 10

Increase number of Action Dice (X) or Action Die type( Y)-
XP cost=new ((X*Y)*15)

Example Treasure

Healing Potion- When used the hero immediately gains 2 levels
of dice types up to their maximum allowable. For ex. d6
increases to d10.

Dragon sword- When fighting a dragon or dragon related
creature this sword gives the weilder a F: +6

Invisabilty Ring- when activated the hero can no longer be
targeted by enemy combatants for up to 4 turns. The affect
either ends after the 4th turn or can be deactivated. In either
case the ring must recharge for 4 turns before being used again.

Special Rolls and Checks

Special rolls are noncombat rolls. Instead of summing the AD roll you are counting even numbers. These are rolls are referred to as checks and
are used to see if the combatant is able to do an Other action. Normally all that is needed to pass a check is one even number. However, how
hard something is to do for a particular combatant may be a factor. This is called Difficulty and is reflected by needing more than one even
number. The Difficulty is the number of even numbers needed for a success. For EX. A Dif.3 needs 3 even numbers to be successful.

Opposition and Aid

Sometimes a combatant may be working against another combatant's attempt at completing a task. This is done by rolling
for the opposing combatant, their evens score is added to the first combatant's Difficulty.

A combatant may want to aid another combatant in their objective. This is done by rolling for the aiding combatant, and
adding their evens score to the score of the first combatant.

Creating Heroes

First the GM will tell you how many build points you have to build each hero, depending on how strong the GM wants the
heroes to be. Players may control more than one hero. Use the hero generation rules found in w00t! to create each hero.
Players may give whatever weapons and special abilities they like to the hero so long as they are legal purchases with GM
consent.

Some roleplaying only special abilities have ranks. A rank means that this special ability may be increased, making it
more powerful. Any special ability with rank may only be ranked 1 to 3. When creating a hero the player may give that
hero a special ability at whatever rank they like. Ranks beyond 1 in build points cost the given price of the special
ability X the rank wanted. Further ranks and new special abilities may only be acquired with advancement. New special
abilities may exist specifically for the setting.

Advancement

To make play easier advancement of heroes uses Experience Points instead of Build Points. If you use your hero in a
wargame it is best to keep track of the equivalent Build Point value of your hero by simply running the hero through
the formula found in w00t! basic, ignore all point costs associated with roleplaying only special abilities..

A GM may award XP for many things: good problem solving, good team work, etc. As well removing mooks and traps
from the game give their own XP award. When a hero has earned enough XP the player can opt to purchase
something from the advancement table, multiple options may be selected but no option may selected twice during the
same story.

Mooks and Enemy Heroes

Mooks and Enemy Heroes are given stats using the w00t! basic rules. They use all rules described here for combatants
and any other rules from w00t! basic that apply. Each enemy combatant has an additional stat called XP. An enemy's
XP is equal to 10% (round to the closest whole number) of that enemy's build points. When all enemy combatants and
traps in an encounter are removed from the game, the heroes gain XP equal to the total XP of the removed enemy
combatants and traps, this is divided evenly among all living heroes.

Traps

Traps are an age old staple of rpgs. In w00t! consider most traps as a one time mook that is removed as soon as the
attack resolves. What activates a trap can be any number of things. Being in a certain space, a failed lockpicking check,
the list can be endless. Most traps have an AD to roll damage with. Figure the cost of the trap as a basic mook.

Treasure

Another important feature of many rpgs is loot. Treasure can be in many forms,
jewels, useful items or plain or gold. Some treasure items may useful to the
heroes. Things like healing potions or special weapons. When these things are
acquired make a note of it. Potions and things might only be able to be used
once. Things like weapons or armor might affect the hero’s stats so long as it is
carried or worn.

Example Traps

Pit -activated when hero moves onto a
certain spot AD: 4d8 32pts.

Arrow- activated when a hero moves on a
certain spot. AD:2d6 R:6 24pts.

Portcullis- activated when a hero tries to
move through a doorway. AD: 4d6. 24pts.

Poison Needle- activated with failed
lockpicking check. AD: 1d6 SPC: Poison
46pts.

Example Hero Build
Points

Average 200

Heroic 300

Mighty 400

Example Fantasy Creatures

Dragon AD: 6d8 M:8 F:+3 S:+0 D:14 Spc: Flying, Flame XP: 66 Cost:
658

Dragons are great four legged winged lizards. A dragon is able to
breath fire damaging any creature in a 2” by 6” block directly I
front of it.

Gazer AD: 2d8 M:6 F:+0 S:+0 D:8 Spc: Flying, Stun XP: 14 Cost: 136

A floating eye with tentacles. As a special action it may force one
hero to make a stun check.. the hero makes a morale check as per
the rules but can do nothing instead of running.

Harpy AD: 2d6 M:8 F:+0 S:+0 D:8 Spc: Flying XP: 6 Cost: 64

A creature with the upper body of a woman and the lower body
and wings of a bird. Found in abandoned ruins.

Ratman AD: 1d8 M:8 F:+0 S:+0 D:6 Spc: - XP: 3 Cost: 28

Sneaky and vicious. Often found in tunnels and sewers.

Reptillian AD: 2d6 M:6 F:+0 S:+0 D:8 Spc: - XP: 4 Cost: 42

A strong and violent lizardman, found in primal jungles.

Skeleton AD: 1d8 M:6 F:+0 S:+0 D:10 Spc: Fearless XP: 3 Cost: 27

The remains of some dead hero raised from the grave by magic.

Slime AD: 1d6 M:3 F:+0 S:+0 D:8 Spc: Slick XP: 3 Cost: 27

A living ball of goo. Everything within 1” of it is slick giving heroes
in it a -3 to attacks and increasing all Difficulty by 1


